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We study the effect of electron-electron interaction in graphene quantum dots defined by an external electrostatic
potential and a high magnetic field. To account for the electron-electron interaction, we use the Thomas-Fermi
approximation and find that electron screening causes the formation of compressible strips in the potential profile
and the electron density. We numerically solve the Dirac equations describing the electron dynamics in quantum
dots, and we demonstrate that compressible strips lead to the appearance of plateaus in the electron energies as a
function of the magnetic field. Finally, we discuss how our predictions can be observed using the Kelvin probe
force microscope measurements.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.92.075431

PACS number(s): 73.22.Pr, 73.21.La

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor heterostructure quantum dots have been
a topic of numerous experimental and theoretical studies
[1,2]. Many of the electronic properties of quantum dots
are by now well understood, and an application of quantum
dots in optoelectronic devices (solar cells, light-emitting
diodes), single-electron devices (transistors), and spintronics
in quantum computing (qubits) is being explored [3]. With
the discovery of graphene in 2004 [4], there was a new and
interesting material for quantum dot fabrication. Graphene
has several important features that make it different from
conventional semiconductors: (i) its low-energy electrons
behave like massless particles, (ii) its spectrum is gapless, and
(iii) its edge/boundary can have a drastic effect on its electronic
properties. To base the electronic devices mentioned above on
quantum dots made of graphene instead of a semiconductor
material, one needs to investigate how the basic properties of
quantum dots depend on their composite material.
There are several types of graphene quantum dots, including
islands, i.e., dots cut from graphene and defined by their edge
geometry [5–11], and field-induced dots, which are defined
by the application of electric and magnetic fields [5,12,13]. In
this paper, we focus on the latter as they are experimentally
feasible and susceptible to changes caused by a variation of the
electrostatic potential and the magnetic field [14]. As electrons
in graphene behave like massless particles, they undergo
Klein tunneling [15], and the electrostatic confinement that
is possible in normal semiconductors becomes impossible
for graphene. Consequently, one cannot construct a graphene
quantum dot using the electrostatic potential only. The spatial
confinement of electrons can be achieved by an additional
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application of the magnetic field, which when high enough [16]
or properly tuned, leads to electron localization [12,17]. The
electrostatic potential creates a quantum well, but even after
the addition of the magnetic field, there can be states with the
oscillatory amplitude outside the barrier. With the increase in
the magnetic field, such states gain an exponentially decaying
amplitude, which is needed for the confinement [17].
There are a number of publications investigating the
properties of such field-induced quantum dots [12,17–22].
The theoretical research presented in these publications focuses on the analysis of electrons dynamics (eigenstates and
eigenenergies of the Dirac equation) in different types of
confining circularly symmetric potentials in a perpendicular
magnetic field. The potentials considered were piecewise
rectangular quantum wells or smooth radially symmetric
potentials described, for example, by a power function [12]
or a Gaussian [18]. Even though there are no bound states in
graphene quantum dots defined by the electrostatic potential
only, quasibound states are possible, in particular, in sharp
boundary wells when electrons have energies close to the
barrier height [23]. Moreover, the presence of the magnetic
field does not always lead to confinement. For example, for the
case of the Gaussian potential in a low magnetic field, electrons
can escape into the potential barrier, which is manifested in
the anticrossing in the energy spectrum [17]. On the other
hand, for a smooth circularly symmetric electrostatic potential
described by the power functions, the confinement depends on
the interplay between the electric and magnetic fields. Hence,
for the low perpendicular magnetic field described by a circular
symmetric azimuthal vector potential given by a power-law
function, one can compare the electrostatic and magnetic-field
profiles. Here, the confinement is present for the slope of a
magnetic vector potential that is steeper than the electrostatic
potential profile; when the slopes are equal, a confinementdeconfinement transition occurs, also manifested in the energy
anticrossings [12]. When the electrostatic potential is steeper
than the magnetic vector potential, the states are unbound and
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oscillate. Such states are present in a parabolic electrostatic
potential with a linear magnetic vector potential, however
here resonant quasibound states are possible in the low-field
regime, whereas in the high-field regime the Landau levels are
recovered [19].
All of the previous studies used smooth model potentials
(power-law or Gaussian) to calculate the energy spectrum of
graphene quantum dots. At the same time, it is known that
in conventional semiconductor heterostructures, the electronelectron interaction in a high magnetic field can strongly
modify the potential, leading to the formation of compressible
strips [24]. These compressible strips are known to affect and
alter the electronic properties of quantum dots and antidots
[25–27]. Even though certain aspects of electron-electron
interactions have been considered previously [28,29], the
effect of magnetic-field-induced modification of the confining
potential on the eigenspectrum of graphene quantum dots has
not been studied before, and the present paper represents a step
in this direction.
Another motivation for our study is related to the possibility
to investigate the properties of quantum dots and antidots in
the confined geometry in the regime of edge-state transport.
Numerous studies of such structures in conventional (mostly
GaAs) semiconductor heterostructures have revealed a variety
of interesting phenomena, such as a new form of the Coulomb
blockade seen in electrostatically confined dots and charging
in open systems [30], unexpected periodicity of the AharonovBohm oscillations [31], just to mention a few examples. The
formation and charging of the compressible strips in the
structures at hand are believed to be responsible for many
of the observed phenomena [32,33], and therefore a detailed
investigation of the character of the confining potential and the
structure of the energy levels can be important for designing
and understanding the transport experiments in the confined
geometry for graphene quantum dots and antidots.
In this paper, we study the effect of the electron-electron
interaction on the level of the Hartree approximation (neglecting exchange, correlations, and spin). To outline the role of the
electron-electron interaction in the presence of magnetic field
B, we use the Thomas-Fermi approach and perform two different calculations for the self-consistent total potential. Here it
is important to mention that the Thomas-Fermi approximation
corresponds well with the quantum-mechanical methods for
the calculation of electron density and electrostatic potential
in semiconductor as well as graphene systems [34,35].
First, we set B = 0, and for a given external applied electrostatic potential we calculate self-consistently the resulting
total potential Vmod (r) (which we will refer to as a model
potential). It has a smooth shape similar to those of the model
potentials studied previously [12,17–22]. Then we turn on the
magnetic field and perform similar self-consistent calculations
for the total potential V (r) for the case B = 0. Using the
obtained potentials in the Dirac Hamiltonian, we calculate the
corresponding eigenenergies and thus investigate the effect of
the electron-electron interaction on the electronic properties
of a quantum dot in a high magnetic field.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the
Dirac model for graphene field-induced quantum dots. The
model includes electron-electron interaction on the Hartree
level within the Thomas-Fermi approximation via the screened

potential calculated self-consistently (Sec. II B). To investigate
the effect of the electron-electron interaction in the quantum
dot, we solve the Dirac equation numerically (Sec. II C)
and analyze the electron eigenenergies (Sec. III). Finally, we
suggest and discuss the possible experimental testing of our
predictions (Sec. IV), and we conclude the article in Sec. V.
II. MODEL AND THE SOLUTION METHOD
A. Basics

We consider a system shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a
graphene sheet on an insulating substrate with a dielectric
constant r = 3.9 (corresponding to SiO2 ) of a thickness d. A
charge density of the graphene surface is controlled by the gate
voltage Vg applied between a metallic back gate and graphene.
Applying an external potential Vext and a magnetic field B
perpendicular to the graphene layer, we confine electrons in
the middle of the sheet creating a quantum dot. The external
potential can be generated by a top gate electrode or a scanning
tunneling microscope tip [12,17].
The electron dynamics in the vicinity of the Dirac point in
graphene is described by the Dirac Hamiltonian [36],
H = νF σ (p − eA) + V (r),

(1)

where p = −i∇ is the momentum, νF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi
velocity, e is the electron charge, σ are the Pauli matrices, A
is the magnetic vector potential, and V (r) is the total screened
potential, which is assumed here to be circularly symmetric.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Sketch of a system under consideration
representing a graphene sheet on an insulating substrate SiO2 (blue)
and a back gate (black). A quantum dot is created via an application of
electrostatic potential (red) from a tip and a perpendicular magnetic
field B. A gate voltage Vg is applied to the back gate. In the sketch
of the profile of the quantum dot [V (r)] and the Fermi energy (EF ),
we illustrate the Thomas-Fermi approximation, where the position of
the Dirac point depends on r, and the density of states is calculated
locally.
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B. Potential and electron-electron interaction

We treat the electron-electron interaction within the
Thomas-Fermi approximation and include it in the Hamiltonian via a screened potential V (r) calculated self-consistently
from the external applied potential Vext using the mirror charge
method. The procedure of finding the screened potential is as
follows:
First of all, the Thomas-Fermi approximation (Fig. 1) assumes
a local relation between the charge density n and the total
potential V (r) [37–39],
 ∞ e
e
− V (r) ρ [E − V (r)]fFD
(E,EF )dE for electrons,
n(r) =  V (r) h
h
for holes,
−∞ ρ [E − V (r)]fFD (E,EF )dE
(2)
with the Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution function
e/ h
fFD (E,EF )

=

1


,

F
+1
exp ± E−E
kB T

(3)

and the density of states (DOS) [36]:
ρ e/ h (E) =

∞


√
g
δ(E ∓ ωc n),
2
2π lB
N=0

(4)

where a factor g describes a spin and valley degeneracy with
g = 4 for all the levels but the zeroth one where we set g = 2
as the level is shared between electrons and holes; EF =√eVg is
F
the Fermi energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, ωc = l2ν
is
B


the cyclotron frequency, and lB = eB is the magnetic length.
The total potential is a sum of the external potential and the
Hartree term,
V (r) = Vext (r) + VHartree (r).

Vext (r) = eV0 e

,

with a model potential Vmod (r) that does include screening but
neglects the influence of the magnetic field. We calculate Vmod
in the same way as V (r), where, however, we set B = 0, and
therefore instead of the DOS for graphene in a magnetic field,
Eq. (4), we use a linear DOS describing graphene for the case
of B = 0 [28],
ρ e/ h (E) =

(6)

where V0 and l0 define a magnitude and an extension of the
potential, respectively. The Hartree potential is defined in a
standard way,

n(r  )
n(r  )
e2
dS  ,
−
VHartree (r)=

4π 0 r
|r − r |
|r−r |2 + 4d 2
(7)
where integration is performed over the graphene sheet, and
the last term gives a contribution from the mirror charges.
Because of a radial symmetry of the system at hand, we can
integrate over the angle and obtain
 ∞
e2
VHartree (r) =
n(r  )
(8)
π 0 r 0


 √ 
rr 
K 2 4d 2 +(r+r
 )2
K 2r+rrr
r  dr  , (9)
×
−
r + r
4d 2 + (r + r  )2
where K(r) is the elliptic integral of the first kind. Then
using Eqs. (2)–(9) we can calculate self-consistently the total
potential V (r), which accounts for both screening and applied
magnetic field. To outline the effect of the magnetic field
in the total self-consistent potential, we will compare V (r)

g|E|
.
2π 2 νF2

(10)

In the previous studies, the model potential Vmod (r) was
chosen ad hoc utilizing various shapes including steplike [23],
parabolic [19], power-law [12], and Gaussian [18].
C. Eigenenergies

xIn this subsection, we describe the calculation of eigenenergies of electrons in graphene obeying the Dirac equation,
H (r,θ ) = E (r,θ ),

(11)

with the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
First of all, note that operator H commutes with the angular
momentum operator such that they have a common set of
eigenfunctions,
(r,θ ) =

χ1 (r)ei(m−1)θ
,
χ2 (r)eimθ

(12)

with m = 0, ± 1, . . . being the angular momentum quantum
number. Inserting these eigenfunctions into Eq. (11), we obtain
a system of equations for the components χ1 (r),χ2 (r),
m
V
dχ2
e
E
χ1 − i
− i χ2 − i Aθ χ2 = χ1 ,
γ
dr
r

γ

(5)

The external potential describes the effect of the top gate (or a
STM tip) and is assumed to be of the Gaussian form
− 12 ( lr )2
0
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dχ1
m−1
e
V
E
−i
+i
χ1 + i Aθ χ1 + χ2 = χ2 ,
dr
r

γ
γ

(13)

, Ar = 0,
where for the perpendicular magnetic field Aθ = Br
2
∂Ar
1 ∂(rAθ )
as B ẑ = r ( ∂r − ∂θ )ẑ. Note that the operator H is selfadjoint such that it has real eigenenergies and E(m,Aθ ) =
E(1 − m,−Aθ ) [the latter holds because the change m → (1 −
m) and Aθ → (−Aθ ) does not change the system Eq. (13)].
These properties of the operator H have to be preserved in the
numerical method. That is why we discretize our domain [0,R]
and use a backward-forward finite-difference method with the
following properties for m  0:
(i) One component of the wave function is set to zero at the
border of the computational domain r = R, χ1 (R) = 0.
(ii) The second component of the wave function is set to
zero at the origin, χ2 (0) = 0.
In this way, the system Eq. (13) can be written in matrix
form,
M

χ1
χ2

=E

χ1
,
χ2

(14)

where the explicit expression for matrix M is given by Eq. (14)
in Appendix. Matrix M has the properties required by the
operator H , namely (i) it has real eigenenergies, and (ii)
the substitution m → (1 − m) and Aθ → (−Aθ ) does not
change the system (14). The former holds as there exists
a similarity transformation M → T −1 MT , with T being a
diagonal matrix (presented in Appendix), which converts
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matrix M into a self-adjoint matrix (Appendix). Then the
energies for negative m can be calculated from the relation
E(m,Aθ ) = E(1 − m,−Aθ ).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider a graphene sheet of 600 nm radius on a
substrate of thickness d = 10 nm. The external potential Vext
is of V0 = 10 V and l0 = 75 nm (if not stated otherwise). We
choose high magnetic fields in the range of 50–80 T. Such a
high value of the magnetic field allows us to use a relatively
small dot in order to reduce the computational time and still
guarantee the presence of the wide compressible strips in the
electron density. [Note that the width of the
√compressible strips
is related to the magnetic length lB = h/|e|B), such that
increasing the dot size twice (to 2l0 ) allows one to decrease
the magnetic field four times].
Let us now include screening of the external potential by
the electron-electron interaction. Consider screening arising
from electrons introduced by a gate voltage eVg = 1 eV for
different magnetic fields. The total self-consistent potential
V (r) for 75 T is shown in Fig. 2(b) by a bold red line.
For comparison, a self-consistent model potential Vmod (r)
corresponding to B = 0 is also indicated (blue line). The
screened potential V (r) and the model potential Vmod (r)
are qualitatively different: the former shows characteristic
plateaus while the latter does not. The plateaus correspond
to the compressible strips, and the steep slopes between them
correspond to the incompressible strips [24]. Compressible
strips are formed in the regions
√where the Landau levels [thin
red curves with Vmod + ωC n in Fig. 2(b)] are partially
occupied, that is, they pin or cross the Fermi energy. Due
to this partial filling (which occurs in the energy interval

+4kB T
EF
−4kB T

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Electrons density n vs distance r; n is
given in units of nb = 2π1l 2 , the number of states in each Landau
b
level (LL) per unit area. Note that g = 2 for the zeroth LL and
g = 4 otherwise; (b) potential profiles: the total self-consistent
screened potential V (r) and the model potential Vmod (r) (bold red
and blue lines, respectively). Parameters of the external potential Vext :
V0 = 10 V, l0 = 75 nm. EF = eVg = 1 eV (a window EF ± 4kB T
indicated). Magnetic field B = 75 T. Thin red lines show
around EF is√
V (r) + ωC n with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The number of occupied
Landau levels (#LL) is indicated in the figure.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Potential profiles with a maximum of five
Landau levels occupied for (a) B = 54 T and (b) B = 59 T, and with
maximally four Landau levels occupied for (c) B = 66 T. Calculated
from Vext with V0 = 10 V, l0 = 75 nm, and eV g = 1 eV. Regions with
fully occupied Landau levels (incompressible strips) are indicated by
gray strips and the number of occupied Landau levels.

EF ± 4kB T ), electrons can move freely, like in a metal, and as
the name suggests they can compress/redistribute themselves,
resulting in the flat completely screened potential and a
corresponding varying electron density distribution [Fig. 2(a)].
On the other hand, in the incompressible strips, Landau levels
are fully occupied [the number of occupied Landau levels is
indicated in Fig. 2(b)] so there is no screening in the potential
and the electron density is constant. The positions and sizes of
the compressible strips change gradually with the increase of
the magnetic field. Furthermore, the number of compressible
strips present in the dot is directly related to the number of
fully occupied Landau levels; see Figs. 2 and 3. Note that
self-consistent calculations of the potential were performed
with the lowest possible temperature introduced in order
to obtain a numerical convergence. A nonzero temperature
smoothes otherwise sharp potential steps (Figs. 2 and 3), still
preserving their plateaulike character.
Let us now discuss how the electron-electron interaction
affects the eigenenergies of the electrons confined to the
quantum dot. Figure 4 shows the eigenenergies as a function of
the magnetic-field strength. The presented results are solutions
to the coupled system of Eqs. (13) for the angular momentum
m = 1. The blue dots mark eigenenergies of electrons for the
model potential Vmod (r) (blue line in Fig. 2), while the red
dots correspond to the total screened potential V (r) (calculated
self-consistently for different B).
We first note that the calculated eigenenergies
closely
√
follow the pure Landau levels En = ωC n + U0 (with U0 =
386.99 meV) depicted by green curves in Fig. 4 (that is why
we will refer to the eigenenergies of the system at hand in
the considered magnetic-field interval as the Landau levels as
well). The shift U0 in pure Landau levels is a consequence of a
nonzero gate voltage eVg , which moves the charge neutrality
point upward. Second, note that for angular momentum m,
the only Landau levels present are those with indices |n|  m.
Without loss of generality, let us continue with the case m = 1
(Fig. 4).
Let us now discuss the most important feature of the
eigenenergies, namely the plateaus present for the case of
the screened total potential V (r) and absent for the case of the
model potential Vmod (r). [The plateau regions are indicated
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Potential profiles for fixed magnetic
field B = 50 T, gate voltage eVg = 1 eV, and different dot
parameters.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Eigenenergies vs magnetic field. Calculations are done for the total screened potential V (r) (blue dots) and for
the model potential Vmod (r) with the Fermi energy EF = eVg = 1 eV.
Green lines
√ indicate pure Landau levels LLn with the energies
En = ωC n + U0 ; U0 = 386.99 meV. Ellipses indicate plateaus
formed due to the pinning of the eigenstates belonging to the
partially filled states to the Fermi energy. The window EF ± 4kB T
corresponding to the states that are partially filled is indicated. Note
that a temperature T introduced to achieve a convergence of numerical
calculations increases with B. The magnetic field is indicated both in
units of T and as a ratio l0 / lB .

by ellipses around the Fermi energy level in Fig. 4; a closer
look at the eigenenergies corresponding to the Landau levels
n = 1 and n = −1 (i.e., LL1 and LL−1 ) is given in Fig. 5; note
that plateaus are smeared in the window EF ± 4kB T by the
effect of a finite temperature]. These plateaus are related to the
steplike structure of the corresponding potential V (r). Indeed,
consider, e.g., a magnetic field B = 54 T corresponding to
the case of four fully occupied Landau levels in the dot and

LL1

LL−1

one partially filled (LL5 ) that is pinned to the Fermi energy;
see Fig. 3. Increasing the magnetic field to B = 59 T does
not change the number of occupied Landau levels, and the
potential remains practically unchanged because electrons in
LL5 are easily redistributed to screen the external changes. As
a result, the position of the eigenenergies does not change
much when the magnetic field is varied from 54 to 59 T
(i.e., the eigenenergies exhibit a plateau in this interval, as
indicated by a small ellipse in Fig. 4). However, when the
magnetic field is further increased to B = 66 T, the potential
changes because the number of fully occupied Landau levels
is reduced to three, and it is now eigenstates corresponding
to LL4 that are pinned to EF (large ellipse in Fig. 4). As a
result, the eigenenergies exhibit a plateaulike structure in their
magnetic-field dependence because of the consecutive pinning
to EF of the eigenstates belonging to the highest partially
occupied Landau level as a given B.
Due to the rigidity of the density of states, which keeps
the distance between the adjacent Landau levels fixed [see
Eq. (4)], similar plateaus are inherited by all other electron
Landau levels (n > 0). Note that the same rigidity introduces
steep slopes in the hole Landau levels (n < 0) (Fig. 5) for
the magnetic fields when the electron Landau levels exhibit
plateaus.
Finally, we briefly discuss how the dot parameters, namely
the depth V0 and extension l0 , influence the energy plateaus.
Figure 6 shows that the widths of the energy plateaus increase
when V0 decreases or l0 increases (i.e., when the dot becomes
shallower or less steep). This is an expected behavior. Indeed,
both a decrease of V0 and an increase of l0 make the
dot potential less steep. Therefore, electrons can screen the
external potential more easily, which leads to the increase of
the width of the compressible strips in the potential and density,
and, as a result, to wider plateaus in the energy spectrum.
IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

FIG. 5. (Color online) The same as in Fig. 4 but showing the
eigenstates corresponding to LL1 and LL−1 .

In this section, we discuss experimental measurements
that can be conducted to verify the results presented in this
article. The most direct way to measure the surface potential
is to use a Kelvin probe force microscope (KPFM) [40]. The
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KPFM is based on the atomic force microscope (AFM) and
measures the contact potential difference, i.e., the difference
between the work functions of the AFM tip and the contact
area of a sample. It can work in two different modes: (i)
amplitude-modulated (AM), where the tip of the microscope
is in contact with the sample and is deflected by the repulsive
tip-sample force, and (ii) frequency-modulated (FM), which
is a noncontact mode in which the tip oscillates at the
resonant frequency, which changes due to the interaction with
the sample. Recently, the KPFM was tested on graphene
structures [41–44]. In particular, the experiments showed
that the KPFM-AM has better contact potential resolution
than KPFM-FM. However, its spatial resolution is smaller
that that for the KPFM-FM (50–70 nm versus 20 nm) [41].
Moreover, it was shown recently that the KPFM can detect
step changes in the surface potential due to the change
in the number of graphene layers [42,44] (as the number
of layers is related to the interlayer screening effect [44])
or appearance of wrinkles [43]. Therefore, we believe that
this high accuracy device should be able to detect steplike
potential profiles (Figs. 2, 3, and 6), even in small quantum
dots.
Finally, we note that the investigation of the optical transitions between the levels represents a powerful tool to probe the
spectrum of quantum dots. For the graphene islands and for the
field-induced dots with a parabolic potential for low magnetic
fields, such transitions were considered in [19,45,46]. In our
case of a strong magnetic field, the experimental study of the
optical transitions would not detect the presence of energy
plateaus. Indeed, for high magnetic fields, optical transitions
are possible for a fixed angular momentum m, and, as there is
no mixing between the Landau levels, the transitions should be
the strongest between the adjacent Landau levels [19]. Then,
even though the energy levels for the self-consistent screened
potential V (r) are changed as compared to those for the model
potential Vmod (r), where the formation of the compressible
strips is not accounted for, the energy difference between the
levels (manifested in the optical spectra) remains the same in
both cases.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the electronic properties of
graphene quantum dots defined by a smooth potential and
a high perpendicular magnetic field. Our principal goal was
to investigate how the electron-electron interaction affects
the energies of electrons trapped in the quantum dots. The
electron-electron interaction was treated in the Thomas-Fermi
approximation and was included in the model via a screened
potential calculated self-consistently. The electron dynamics
in the dot was described by a continuous Dirac Hamiltonian.
To obtain electron energies, we used a numerical backwardforward finite-difference method. Our results show that
electron-electron interaction introduces compressible strips in
the quantum dots that manifested themselves in the steps in
the self-consistent total potential. As a consequence, electrons
energies are modified leading to the appearance of energy
plateaus as a function of the magnetic field. The width of
the energy plateaus increases when the confinement becomes
shallower and less steep. Finally, we discussed how the results
presented in our paper can be verified using the Kelvin probe
force microscope measurements.
It is well known that the formation and charging of the
compressible strips in and around electrostatically defined dots
and antidots in conventional semiconductor heterostructures
lead to many interesting phenomena in the edge-state transport
regime. We therefore believe that the results presented in our
study revealing the character of the confining potential and the
structure of the energy levels can be important for designing
and understanding the transport experiments in the confined
geometry for graphene quantum dots and antidots.
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APPENDIX: TRANSFORMATION MATRIX

Let us introduce discretization of the radial component r with discretization step h. From the backward-forward
finite-difference method for m > 0 and the boundary conditions described in Sec. II C, we get the following problem for the
eigenenergy E:
⎛

⎞
⎞
⎛
χ1 (h)
χ1 (h)
⎜χ (2h)⎟
⎜χ (2h)⎟
⎜ 1
⎟
⎟
⎜ 1
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜χ1 (3h)⎟
⎜χ1 (3h)⎟
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜ .. ⎟
⎜ . ⎟
⎜ . ⎟ E ⎜ .. ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎜
M⎜
⎜ χ2 (h) ⎟ = γ ⎜ χ2 (h) ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜χ (2h)⎟
⎜χ (2h)⎟
⎜ 2
⎟
⎟
⎜ 2
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜χ2 (3h)⎟
⎜χ2 (3h)⎟
⎝
⎠
⎠
⎝
..
..
.
.
075431-6

(A1)
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with

⎛

V (h)
γ

⎜
0
⎜
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
..
⎜
.
M=⎜
⎜ i(m−1) + i +
⎜ h
h
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
⎜
0
⎝
..
.

0

0
0

V (2h)
γ
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· · · − im
−
h

V (3h)
γ

0
− hi
i(m−1)
+
2h
0

i
h

−

0
..
.

..

ie
A
 θ

i
h
i
h

.
0
···
− hi + ie Aθ
0
i(m−1)
i
ie
+ h +  Aθ
3h
..
.

V (h)
γ

0
..
.

ie
A
 θ

0
− im
−
2h

i
h
i
h

−

0
V (2h)
γ

0

ie
A
 θ

0
0

− im
3h

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
− hi − ie Aθ
⎟
.. ⎟
.⎟
⎟.
0
. . .⎟
⎟
⎟
0
⎟
⎟
V (3h)
⎟
γ
⎠
..
.
(A2)

Matrix T used in the similarity transformation of matrix M has the following diagonal form:
⎛
1 √ 0
0
···
0
0
0
⎜0 √ Bh2 +m
0
0
0
0
⎜
Bh2 +m+1
√
√
⎜
2
4Bh2 +m+1
√ Bh +m √
⎜0
0
0
0
0
2
Bh +m+1 4Bh2 +m+2
⎜
⎜.
..
..
⎜ ..
.
.
⎜
√
2 +m
T =⎜
0
0
· · · √BhBh2 +m+1
0
0
⎜0
√
√
⎜
2 +m 4Bh2 +m+1
Bh
⎜0
√
√
0
0
0
0
⎜
Bh2 +m+1 4Bh2 +m+2
√
√
√
⎜
2 +m 4Bh2 +m+1 9Bh2 +m+2
Bh
⎜0
√
√
√
0
0
0
0
Bh2 +m+1 4Bh2 +m+2 9Bh2 +m+3
⎝
..
..
..
.
.
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